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Abstract 
Assessing interdisciplinarity is an important and challenging work in bibliometric studies. 
Previous studies tend to emphasize that the nature and concept of interdisciplinary is ambiguous 
and uncertain (e.g. Leydesdorff & Rafols 2010, Rafols & Meyer, 2010, Sugimoto & Weingart, 2014). 
As a consequence, various different measures of interdisciplinarity have been proposed. However, 
few studies have examined the relations between these measures. In this context, this paper aims 
to systematically review these interdisciplinarity measures, and explore their inherent relations. 
We examine these measures in relation to the Web of Science (WoS) journal subject categories 
(SCs), and also an interdisciplinary research center at Aarhus University. In line with the 
conclusion of Digital Science (2016), our results reveal that the current situation of 
interdisciplinarity measurement in science studies is confusing and unsatisfying. We obtained 
surprisingly dissimilar results with measures that supposedly should measure similar features. 
We suggest that interdisciplinarity as a measurement construct should be used and interpreted 
with caution in future research evaluation and research policies.   
Keyword 
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1. Introduction 
Works that aim to quantitatively evaluate “interdisciplinarity” tend to bemoan the measurement 
situation. Criticisms are rife and there is no consensus in relation to the definition and 
operationalization of interdisciplinary research (e.g. Rafols et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2011). As a 
consequence, numerous indicators or metrics purport to measure the concept or aspects of it.  
Obviously, the concept of interdisciplinarity is tied to notions of academic disciplines. Essentially 
the concept is often defined as a combination or synthesis of activities from different disciplines 
into one new interdisciplinary activity. The challenge, however, is that there is also considerable 
ambiguity with the disciplinary concept and its delineation and empirical manifestations 
(Sugimoto & Weingart, 2015). 
Nevertheless, Sugimoto and Weingart (2015) suggest that academic disciplines can be examined 
empirically from three perspectives, what they term “publications”, “people” and “ideas”. 
“Publications” refer to disciplinary operationalizations based on the publications themselves, 
their parent journals and SCs, as well their references and citations. Whereas, “people” uses 
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authors, mentors and affiliations as delineations, and “ideas” refer to cognitive attributes such as 
language use, topics and methodology. 
Most measures of interdisciplinarity are rooted in scientometric conceptions of disciplinary 
structures and these are based on “publication” attributes (Sugimoto & Weingart, 2015). They 
come in vast quantities through bibliographic databases making them especially attractive for 
clustering of the science system. However, with no conceptual or operational consensus, but 
plenty of attributes and researcher degrees of freedom, it is no surprise that interdisciplinary 
research have been examined and interpreted in many different ways. Numerous indicators, 
measures or metrics have been proposed for measuring interdisciplinarity, but only a few studies 
have actually examined the relation between such measures or their validity and consistency. 
While Rafols and Meyer (2007) initially concluded that interdisciplinary measures based on 
publications and their citation relations can provide a comparatively accurate description of 
cross-boundary knowledge creation. Leydesdorff and Rafols (2011, p.98) later concluded that 
“different indicators may capture different understandings of such a multi-faceted concept as 
interdisciplinarity”. And recently, a report by Digital Science (2016, p. 2) concluded that choice of 
datasets and methodologies produces “inconsistent and sometimes contradictory” results. 
The aim of the present study is to further examine the relations between a number of the proposed 
interdisciplinary measures, as well as their consistency and reliability in findings, in order to be 
able to shed more light on their validity and reliability, and eventual use in science policy contexts. 
We limit our empirical review to proposed interdisciplinary measures based on bibliometric 
entities, i.e. publication and citation relations.  
This study is organized as follows. In section 2 and 3 we summarize related definitions and 
measures of interdisciplinarity. In Section 4 we briefly introduce the data and method used for the 
empirical analyses. Subsequently we present the results in Section 5 report. Discussion and 
conclusions follow in Section 6 and 7.  
2. Related work on definitions of interdisciplinary research 
To further comprehend what interdisciplinary research is, we reviewed the previous studies with 
respect to interdisciplinarity measures in bibliometric studies. Relevant studies were collected by, 
firstly, selecting initial seed publications based on our prior knowledge, and then, identifying 
additional publications based on the references of these seed publications. After reading these 
studies, we identified a core set of 15 publications. Their definitions of interdisciplinary research 
were extracted and is reported chronologically in Table A1 in the appendix.  
While the concept of interdisciplinary has been declared ambiguous and uncertain (e.g. Rafols et 
al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2011), the impression of definitions and descriptions of interdisciplinary 
research when summarized from Table A1 is actually one of little nuance between them. They are 
quite similar. To us, it seems that two terms are frequently emphasized, i.e., “diversity” (i.e. 
knowledge heterogeneity) and “integration” (i.e. coherence).  
Diversity is presumed to indicate that a cluster of research comprises specialized knowledge 
rooted in two or more different research fields. Diversity seems to be the most important attribute 
of interdisciplinarity measures, as almost all studies we reviewed have discussed this attribute.   
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According to Rafols (2012), integration of interdisciplinary research is perceived as the process 
of establishing connections for distant or separate specialized research. Some argue that 
integration is a necessary supplement to diversity in order to identify interdisciplinary research 
(e.g. Rafols & Meyer, 2010). While high diversity implies that a cluster of research draws on 
knowledge from several specialized disciplines, the measure does not indicate to which extend, if 
at all, such knowledge is mutually integrated. In this view, interdisciplinarity is seen as a 
combination of high degree of diversity and knowledge integration (Rafols & Meyer, 2010; Rafols 
et al., 2012).  
One may argue that the discussion of interdisciplinarity by Leydesdorff (2007) differs from the 
other listed studies, in which the degree of interdisciplinarity of journals depends on their position 
in a citation network. Rafols et al. (2012) use the notion of “intermediation” to refer to this 
network perspective of interdisciplinarity. However, in our view, the operationalization of 
intermediation is essentially related to diversity. The degree of interdisciplinarity of a journal is 
based on its relations to adjacent journals in the citation network. More citation links for a journal 
implies a higher degree of interdisciplinarity. In that sense, we think that intermediation depicts 
diversity externally from of a cluster of research, instead of internally as depicted by other 
diversity measures.  
Finally, some terminological inconsistencies exist. Many near-synonyms are used to describe 
attributes of interdisciplinarity or its opposite features, for instance “specialization”, 
“concentration”, “unevenness”, “information richness”, and “abundance” etc. As they are poorly 
delineated and most probably redundant seen in relation to the above mentioned prime 
attributes, we exclude these variant terms from our analyses.  
3. Overview of interdisciplinarity measures 
As noted above, we only focus on interdisciplinary measures based on publication and citation 
relations. References from and citations to scientific publications are both used to operationalize 
measures of interdisciplinarity. According to Levitt et al, (2011, p.1121), “there does not seem to 
be clear evidence that one is preferable to the other”, while others stress that citations and 
references have different implications (e.g. Porter & Chubin, 1985). In this study, we focus on the 
references in journal publications.  
Scientific classification systems are a determining factor when quantifying interdisciplinarity 
using bibliometric methods. Whereas numerous systems are available, a proper choice is very 
important. For instance, the lower level of the OECD classification system has around 40 
categories, whereas the WoS classification system consists of 250 SCs. Intuitively then, a research 
topic may show a high degree of interdisciplinarity when using the WoS classification system 
compared to the OECD system due to their different structures.  We use the WoS journal 
classification system. Notice, the WoS classification is by no means a “ground truth”, on the 
contrary, it is arbitrary in its details (Wang & Waltman, 2016). Indeed, no classification system 
can be seen as the “truth”, different systems may serve different purposes and, in that sense, 
choice of system should be seen in relation the purpose of a study. We use the WoS system in this 
study because it is the most frequently used in bibliometric studies in general, but also in 
interdisciplinary studies based on bibliometric methods.  
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Table 1. Mathematic symbols  
Symbol Description  
𝑎𝑖  the number of publications that category 𝑖 has. 
𝑐𝑖𝑘  the number of references from category 𝑖 to 𝑘. 
𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑗  the number of references from category i to j pass through category k. 
𝑡𝑖  the total number of reference for category 𝑖, it can be expressed 𝑡𝑖 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1 . 
𝑝𝑖𝑘  the percentage of references from category 𝑖 to 𝑘, it can be expressed as 𝑝𝑖𝑘 =  𝑐𝑖𝑘/𝑡𝑖. 
𝑃𝑖  the proportion of the number of publications that category 𝑖 has over the total number 
of publications of all SCs. 
𝑠𝑖𝑗  the similarity between category 𝑖 and 𝑗. 
𝑑𝑖𝑗  the dissimilarity between category 𝑖 and 𝑗, it can be expressed 𝑑𝑖𝑗 =  1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑗 . 
 
Before introducing the details of these interdisciplinarity measures, we summarize the 
mathematic symbols used in this study (Table 1). Furthermore, we roughly classify the 
interdisciplinarity measures into four groups, based on similarity in their formulation. This 
grouping is by no means optimal, only aims to facilitate our introduction. The first group is 
characterized by depending to large extent on the WoS classification system. As the system allows 
journals to be assigned to multiple SCs, researchers utilize this characteristic to measure 
interdisciplinarity. The measures are briefly introduced below.  
 Percentage of multi-assigned journals (p_multi). The percentage of journals in a category that 
is assigned to more than one WoS subject category. (Morillo et a., 2001; 2003) 
 Percentage of journals outside the area (p_outside). The percentage of journals assigned to 
other SCs outside the research area. Research areas are higher subject aggregation levels 
consisting of several SCs. Notice, such levels are not part of the WoS classification and need to 
be constructed (Morillo et a., 2001; 2003). For instance, CWTS at Leiden University aggregates 
WoS SCs into a broader level. This study applies the high aggregation constructed by CWTS as 
research areas.  
 Percentage of references outside category (pro). This is the percentage of references going to 
journals indexed outside the parent subject category. The number of references of 
publications in a parent category that goes out to journals indexed in other SCs are first 
calculated, and then normalized by total number of references in the parent category. (Morillo 
et al., 2001; see also Porter & Chubin, 1985). 
 Diversity of references (d_refs).  The diversity of references for a category is calculated as the 
number of distinct journal pairs, in which the pair of journals should belong to different SCs. 
To reduce size effects, this is normalized by the total number of journals in the parent category.  
(Morillo et al., 2003). 
 Pratt index. The Pratt index supposedly measures “specialization” (Pratt, 1977). Morillo and 
colleagues (2001) use it to measure the interdisciplinarity of journals. The degree of 
interdisciplinarity for a journal is determined by the outgoing references in its parent articles. 
A higher degree of variation of references going to articles in different SCs, the more 
interdisciplinary the journal is considered. A low Pratt value implies high interdisciplinarity.   
Since this index has a negative relation with interdisciplinarity, we use 1 − 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑡 instead.  
 Specialization index (Spec). Porter and colleagues also promote that the exploration of 
specialization can provide insight for interdisciplinary research (Porter et al., 2007). They 
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propose the specialization index to measure the spread of references of a category over all 
WoS SCs, which is very similar to the Pratt index, but perhaps more intuitive. Like the Pratt 
index, the specialization index is also inversely related to interdisciplinarity, and hence we 
use1 − 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐  instead. 
The measures introduced so far focus on the number and distribution of references over various 
WoS SCs. Such measures are criticized for not considering the similarity of the SCs, which in the 
case of WoS, for example, can be quite substantial. Consequently, interdisciplinarity measures that 
include a similarity index have been proposed, including the three measures below. A short 
discussion on the way of constructing similarity and dissimilarity matrix will be provided at the 
end of this section.  
 Rao-Stirling index (RS). The Rao-Stirling index has been widely used to measure diversity and 
interdisciplinarity (e.g. Porter et al., 2007; Porter & Rafols, 2009; Wang et al., 2015). It is 
assumed that the index incorporates essential attributes of interdisciplinary research like 
“variety”, “balance”, and “similarity” (Rafols & Meyer, 2010). As explained previously, we will 
not discuss the attributes of diversity further in this study.  
 A Hill-type measure. Recently, Zhang et al. (2016) claimed that the diversity values obtained 
using the Rao-Stirling index are rather similar, which might be problematic in practical 
applications (see also Zhou et al. 2012). Instead, they propose to use the Hill-type measure 
(Hill, 1973; Leinster & Cobbold, 2012) to overcome the presumed limitations in the Rao-
Stirling index.  
 A “coherence” measure. Coherence is used to capture the “integration” of publications in 
research topics which are constructed by clustering algorithm. As mentioned above, some 
argue that diversity and coherence should be used in conjunction when measuring 
interdisciplinarity (e.g. Porter et al., 2007; Rafols & Meyer, 2010; Rafols, 2014). However, in 
the light of our summary of previous studies, coherence tends to be overlooked when 
measuring interdisciplinarity in practice. The reason might be that coherence has often been 
conceived of as an inherent attribute within the dataset under study. For instance, if research 
topics are constructed using a certain clustering algorithm, they are expected to be coherent 
due to the clustering criteria.  
We will only introduce one coherence measure (e.g. Rafols, 2014; Soos & Kampis, 2012; Wang, 
2016), but some actually consider that this measure combines diversity and coherence, and 
hence they argue that it can be used exclusively for measuring interdisciplinarity (Soos & 
Kampis, 2012; Wang, 2016). 
In addition, measures originating in other fields, for instance economics and biology, have also 
been introduced to improve the measurement of interdisciplinarity. These measures were 
originally proposed in relation to measuring such different constructs as biodiversity, income 
equality and information uncertainty to name three. They are briefly summarized below.  
 Simpson’s diversity index.  Simpson’s diversity index measures the probability that two 
entities randomly sampled from a population will not belong to the same category. (Simpson, 
1949; see also Zhang et al., 2016).  
 Shannon entropy. Shannon entropy was proposed to measure information uncertainty 
(Shannon, 1948; 2001). Some researchers consider that information uncertainty is linked to 
the concepts of diversity, since entropy captures the distribution of references over SCs. This 
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is to some extent similar to the design of 1 − 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑡 and 1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐 . If a category only cited 
publications in this category, the diversity of the reference distribution would be maximal and 
the uncertainty would be minimal (Leydesdorff & Rafols, 2011).  
 Brillouin diversity index. Brillouin’s index is a modification of Shannon’s entropy, and also 
aims to measure the uncertainty of information (Brillouin, 1956). Steele and Stier (2000) 
argue that “the Brillouin index is a proper indicator of interdisciplinarity, since it considers 
the number of observations and the distribution of observations among categories” (Huang 
&Chang, 2012, p.793).  
 Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient was proposed as a measure of income inequality. The Gini 
coefficient has been used in many contexts, also in relation to interdisciplinary research, 
where it is intended to represent the distribution of references over SCs for a group of 
publications (e.g. Leydesdorff & Rafols, 2011; Wang et al., 2015). This is also to some extent 
similar to the design of 1 − 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑡 and 1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐. It should be noted that the Gini coefficient has 
a negative relation with interdisciplinarity, and thus we use 1 − 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖. 
The interdisciplinarity measures we introduced above can be seen as “within-based” measures as 
they rely upon publications and their reference relations within a set of publications. The global 
network, namely the relations between the subject category under investigation and the external 
SCs are rarely analyzed. As discussed in Section 2, some argue that the location of a category in a 
global network can indicate its degree of interdisciplinary (Leydesdorff, 2007; Rafols, et al., 2012). 
More specifically, it is assumed that when a group of publications are located in an intermediate 
position in a network, it is an indication of interdisciplinary research (Rafols, et al., 2012). Such 
network types of interdisciplinarity measures are listed below.  
 Betweenness-centrality (BC). Leydesdorff (2007) proposes to use the betweenness-centrality 
index (Freeman, 1977) to measure the degree of interdisciplinarity of journals. Betweenness 
measures the degree that a node (entity) is located on the shortest path between two other 
nodes in the network (Freeman, 1997). Furthermore, if a journal or a category is at the 
intermediate position between other journals or SCs, and its publications function as a 
communication channel for other journals or SCs, then it can be considered interdisciplinary 
(Leydesdorff, 2007; Silva et al., 2013).  
 Cluster coefficient (CC). The cluster coefficient is introduced by Rafols et al. (2012). For a given 
category, it first identifies the proportion of observed references between this category and 
other SCs over the expected maximum number of references. The proportion is then weighted 
by the percentage of publications that this category has over the total number of publications. 
The cluster coefficient of this category is the sum of these weighted proportions to other 
different SCs.  
 Average similarity (AS). The average similarity is also introduced by Rafols et al. (2012). For 
a given category, it simply measures the average similarity of a given category to all other SCs, 
and weights also by the percentage of publications that this category has over the total number 
of publications. The average similarity of this category is the sum of these weighted 
similarities.  
We have outlined 16 interdisciplinarity measures that use publications and reference relations. 
Table 2 lists the measures, their formula and description, as well as related publications. Noted 
that, despite our attempt to cover all interdisciplinarity measures belonging to this type, not all of 
these are included in the present work for several reasons. For instance, Mugabushaka et al. 
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(2016) examine the use of difference threshold values for the parameter in the Hill-type measure 
and conclude that the differences are in fact very small. Hence we will not do further test on other 
Hill-type measures in the present work.  
Table 2. Interdisciplinarity measures reviewed in this study 
Measure Formula & Description Reference 
Simpson 
index 
1 − ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘
2𝑛
𝑘=1   Simpson, 1949; Wang et al., 2015; Zhang 
et al., 2016 
Shannon 
entropy 
− ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘ln𝑝𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1   Stirling, 2007; Leydesdorff & Rafols, 
2011; Rafols et al., 2012; Silva et al., 
2013; Rodriguez, 2017 
Brillouin 
index 
(log 𝑡𝑖! −  ∑(log𝑐𝑖𝑘!))/𝑡𝑖    Steele & Stier, 2000; Chang & Huang. 
2012 
Gini 
coefficient 
∑ (2𝑘−𝑛−1)𝑐𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1
𝑛 ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1
, in which 𝑘 is the index 
attained by sorting SCs according to 𝑐𝑖𝑘  in 
increasing order. 
Leydesdorff & Rafols, 2011; Wang et al., 
2015 
p_multi The percentage of multi-assigned journals Morillo et al., 2001; 2003 
p_outside The percentage of journals that are classified 
in another category outside the research 
area. 
Morillo et al., 2001; 2003 
d_links The number of links between different SCs 
established by journals in a given category 
Morillo et al., 2001; 2003 
pro  𝑐𝑖𝑘/ ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1,𝑖 ≠𝑘  Morillo et al., 2001; 2003; Porter & 
Chubin, 1985; Tomov & Mutafov, 1996 
Pratt index 2((𝑛+1) 2⁄ − ∑ 𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1 )
𝑛−1
, where 𝑘 is the index 
obtained by ranking 𝑝𝑖𝑘  in decreasing order.  
Porter & Morillo et al., 2001; 
Spec ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘
2𝑛
𝑘=1 /(∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1 )
2  Porter et al., 2007 
RS (1/𝑛) ∑ (1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑗)𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗) . Porter et al., 2007; Porter & Rafols, 
2009; Wang et al., 2015 
Hill Type 
measure  
1/ ∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   Zhang et al., 2016 
Coherence ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   Soos & Kampis, 2012; Wang, 2016 
BC1 ∑ ∑
𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑗
𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑗i , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘  Leydesdorff, 2007; Rafols et al., 2012; 
Silva et al.,2013 
CC ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑎𝑖𝑎𝑗
𝑖
 Rafols et al., 2012 
AS ∑ 𝑃𝑖(
1
𝑁
∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑗 )𝑖 , N is the number of all other 
SCs. 
Rafols et al., 2012 
Further discussion on the reviewed measures 
Before we move to the next section, two issues need to be further elaborated. First, most of the 
listed interdisciplinarity measures aim to capture diversity. Measures focusing on coherence are 
                                                             
1  Note that Leydesdorff (2007) used cosine to weight the betweenness-centrality. However, some 
researchers also used unweighted betweenness-centrality, for instance Silva et al. (2013). This study 
follows the original formula of the betweenness-centrality.  
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rare. In Table 2, there is only one measure associated with coherence. However as explained, some 
researchers believe it is a measure combining diversity and coherence (Soos & Kampis, 2012; 
Wang, 2016). In fact, this is in line with our summary in Section 2 that diversity is the dominating 
attribute for interdisciplinarity whereas coherence mainly functions as a supplementary measure.  
Second, it is necessary to elaborate on the different approaches to generating similarity and 
dissimilarity matrices. While the so-called Salton’s cosine similarity index (Salton & McGill, 1983) 
is frequently applied in bibliometric analyses, it actually has several different transformations, 
and consequently different solutions and results can be expected (Schneider & Borlund, 2007a; 
2007b). Here, we first discuss two transformations of the cosine formula. Suppose we aim to 
construct a symmetric similarity matrix of WoS SCs [sij] based on their mutual citation relations. 
The first step is to construct a transaction matrix of citation relations between SCs [cij]. Note that 
[ cij ] is an asymmetric matrix with self-citations in the diagonal, whereas its transpose, the 
similarity matrix, [sij], is a symmetric matrix.  
One application of Salton’s cosine index can be illustrated as follows, two SCs are considered to be 
strongly related if they commonly cite the same SCs, i.e. their vector profiles are similar. Hence, 
the similarity of two SCs i and j is given by 
𝑆𝐶(𝑖,𝑗) =
∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑐𝑗𝑘𝑘
√(∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘
2
𝑘 )(∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑘
2
𝑘 )
  
This vector application is closely aligned to the original application suggested by Salton and McGill 
(1983) in relation to the Vector Space Model used in information retrieval2. This approach is used 
in the studies of e.g., Leydesdorff and Rafols (2011). Another application of the cosine formula is 
based on binary or scalar values (also known as the Ochiai index): 
𝑆𝑂(𝑖,𝑗) =
𝑐𝑖𝑗+𝑐𝑗𝑖
√(∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑘 +∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑘 )(∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑘𝑘 +∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑗𝑘 )
, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗  
Here, 𝑐𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝑗𝑖 is equal to the total number of citations between subject category i and j. Note that 
𝑆𝑂(𝑖,𝑖) is set as 1. This way of calculating similarity is used in the studies of Zhang et al. (2016).  
In addition, several strategies can transform a similarity matrix into a dissimilarity matrix. The 
frequently applied solution is to use 1 − [sij] to attain a dissimilarity matrix [dij]. There are also 
studies using 1/[sij]  (Jensen & Lutkouskaya, 2014). These combinations lead to several 
dissimilarity matrices. In this case, RS is used as an example to demonstrate the potential 
empirical differences that may result from choosing different versions of dissimilarity measures.  
4.Data and method 
As a case, we will first examine the presumed interdisciplinarity of WoS SCs using the reviewed 
measures. As data, we use a publication set consisting of all publications of the document type 
article published in 2010 from the in-house version of WoS database at CWTS. The validity and 
effectiveness of using this type of data source might be questioned in some research fields, 
                                                             
2 However, their approach were more in line with traditional matrix algebra where an asymmetric data 
matrix, 𝑛 × 𝑚, of publications and words are transformed into a symmetric 𝑛 × 𝑛 similarity matrix. 
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especially in the fields where journals are not the main scientific communication medium. We, 
therefore, exclude journals from the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, resulting in a total of 224 
WoS SCs included in the analysis.  
Subsequently we examine the degree of interdisciplinarity of a specific research center. In its own 
conception, the center is interdisciplinary both in name and work. It is the interdisciplinary 
Nanoscience Center (iNANO) at Aarhus University, Denmark.  
“The interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO) is a collaboration between research 
groups at the Department of Physics and Astronomy, Department of Chemistry, Department 
of Molecular Biology and Genetics, and Department of Bioscience at Aarhus University, several 
departments at the Faculty of Health at the Aarhus University, as well as groups from the 
Faculty of Engineering and Science, Aalborg University. Their research groups include 
materials science, surface science, medicine, modelling, organic chemistry, functional 
materials, diagnostics, and food etc.”3  
The reason we choose this center to examine interdisciplinarity is two-fold. First, iNANO is 
perceived to be an interdisciplinary research center, we therefore expect the interdisciplinary 
measures examined to reflect this.  Second, since the WoS SCs are very broad and a coarse 
classification of the scientific literature, the use of some measures may be problematic due to the 
high aggregation levels. For instance, the network measure BC is sensitive to the level of 
aggregation, and should most likely be applied to levels lower than the WoS SCs (Rafols et al., 
2012). In addition, it would be more reasonable to measure coherence when evaluating the 
interdisciplinarity of an institution. Since publications of an academic institution are diverse and 
heterogeneous when it comes to subject classification, and they are not closely linked to each 
other.   
Furthermore, note that some reviewed measures (e.g. Simpson index, Shannon entropy, and RS 
etc.) can be used at various levels.  To be specific, one could apply RS for each publication in a WoS 
category or an institution, and then calculate the mean, median, or percentile as its 
interdisciplinarity measure. On the other hand, one could also view the category or the institution 
as a whole, calculating the proportion of references of all publications over different WoS SCs.  In 
this study, we adopt the latter way. But RS will be calculated using both strategies to demonstrate 
the differences. Further, we will also compare different similarity and dissimilarity solutions to 
examine RS results. Hence, several combinations of RS are available, which is summarized in Table 
3.  
Table 3. Various ways of using RS 
 Measure Formula & Description 
Rao-Stirling index RS_P[1-SC] (1/𝑛) ∑ (1 − 𝑆𝐶(𝑖,𝑗))𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
RS_P[1-SO] (1/𝑛) ∑ (1 − 𝑆𝑂(𝑖,𝑗))𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
RS_P[1/SC] (1/𝑛) ∑ (1/𝑆𝐶(𝑖,𝑗))𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
RS_P[1/SO] (1/𝑛) ∑ (1/𝑆𝑂(𝑖,𝑗))𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
RS_G[1-SC] ∑ (1 − 𝑆𝐶(𝑖,𝑗))𝑃𝑖𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
RS_G[1-SO] ∑ (1 − 𝑆𝑂(𝑖,𝑗))𝑃𝑖𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)    
RS_G[1/SC] ∑ (1/𝑆𝐶(𝑖,𝑗))𝑃𝑖𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
                                                             
3Available at http://inano.au.dk/about/ 
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RS_G[1/SO] ∑ (1/𝑆𝑂(𝑖,𝑗))𝑃𝑖𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)   
 
5.Results 
First we present the results regarding the relations between the interdisciplinarity measures 
examined, then we outline their distributions over the WoS SCs. Subsequently, we present an in-
depth analysis of five selected WoS SCs, and finally we present our analyses on the iNANO center.  
5.1. Relations of interdisciplinarity measures 
First, we examine the consistency of the four dissimilarity measures when applied to the 224 
chosen WoS SCs. This is shown in Table 4 using correlation coefficients. We find inconsistency in 
the dissimilarity matrices using the different cosine formulas, but also the ones using the same 
cosine formulas. As dissimilarity is an essential element for interdisciplinarity measures such as 
RS, variations in these matrices obviously influence interdisciplinarity values (Schneider & 
Borlund, 2007a; 2007b).  
Table 4. Correlation table of four dissimilarity measures 
 1 − 𝑆𝑐  1/𝑆𝑐  1 − 𝑆𝑜  1/𝑆𝑜  
1 − 𝑆𝑐  1    
1/𝑆𝑐  0.35 1   
1 − 𝑆𝑜  0.54 0.13 1  
1/𝑆𝑜  0.12 0.3 0.04 1 
 
We further examine the distribution of the four dissimilarity matrices, which is shown in Figure 
1. In general, they all present skewed distributions. Especially for the ones using 𝑆𝑜 as the input, 
the distributions are extremely skewed. For instance, dissimilarity values yielded by 1 − 𝑆𝑜 are 
largely between 0.95 and 1, which implies, in this case, that RS would be very close to the Simpson 
index. In other words, the dissimilarity values we obtained 1 − 𝑆𝑜  almost has no effect in 
interdisciplinarity measures.   
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Fig. 1. Distribution of dissimilarity measures over WoS SCs 
Furthermore, with respect to relations of the interdisciplinarity measures, we expected that they 
should be highly consistent, as the objective attribute they aim to capture is basically similar. For 
instance, it is reasonable to assume that BC, CC and AS measures are closely related since they all 
aim to depict interdisciplinarity based on a global network. We use Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients to examine the linear correlations between the measures when applied to the 224 
WoS SCs, the results are shown in Table 5.  
First, we examine measures excluding dissimilarity4. It is difficult to generally summarize the 
relations of these measures. Instead, they can be roughly put into two groups: 1) p_multi, 
p_outside, d_links, and 1-Spec are moderately correlated, and 2) pro, Simpson, Shannon, Brillouin 
and 1-gini are likewise moderately correlated. As discussed above, the Pratt index is to some 
extent is similar to Spec. Thus, a high positive correlation between 1-pratt and 1-spec is expected. 
However, the empirical results differ from our expectations suggesting negative correlations 
instead. In addition, measures of Shannon and Brillouin are perfectly linearly correlated.  
Next we examine the different combinations of RS. First, measures using the same dissimilarity 
indices tend to have high correlations also when calculated at different unit levels (i.e. individual 
publications vs. aggregated SCs). On the contrary, measures based on different dissimilarity 
matrices have inconsistent results even at the same unit level of analysis. For instance, measures 
RS_P[1-Sc] and RS_P[1-So], both take the average RS value for individual publications as the 
interdisciplinarity of the SCs. However, due to the differences in the dissimilarity matrices, their 
mutual correlation coefficient is only 0.18. As expected, different dissimilarity matrices influence 
RS outcomes significantly. This is in line with the conclusion of Leydesdorff and Rafols (2011), in 
                                                             
4  This type of measures include p_multi, p_out, pro, d_refs, 1-pratt, 1-spec, Simpson, entropy, 
Brillouin, and 1-gini.  
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which they indicate that RS is sensitive to the dissimilarity matrix. Furthermore, and also 
expected, RS_R[1-So] and RS_G[1-So] show strong correlations with the Simpson diversity 
measure, because [1-So] is highly left skewed.   
The Hill-type and coherence measures also take the dissimilarity of SCs into consideration. Since 
the two measures apply the dissimilarity matrix [1-Sc], they are strongly linearly correlated with 
other measures using the same matrix. Notice, all examined measures which include 
dissimilarities have weak associations compared to their correlations with other 
interdisciplinarity measures.  
It is difficult to interpret the correlations between measures based on global citation networks 
(i.e. BC, CC, and AS), and the other interdisciplinary measures examined. There are several 
negative coefficients. One possible explanation could be that other measures focus upon within-
category parameters which differ from the network measures. Furthermore, these network 
measures also do not show strong mutual correlations with each other either.  
To provide more insight into the associations between the interdisciplinary measures examined, 
a cluster solution based on the correlation coefficients are presented in Figure 2. From the 
dendrogram it is clear that measures of diversity cluster in two groups depending on whether a 
dissimilarity matrix is used. Further, among measures excluding dissimilarity, measures 
depending largely on the WoS classification system (except pro and 1-pratt) and intermediation 
measures are clustered together; whereas those originating in other fields are clustered.  
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Fig. 2. Cluster dendrogram of interdisciplinarity measures 
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Table 5. Correlation table of 16/22 measures used as measures of interdisciplinarity   
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
1. p_multi 1.00                       
2. p_outside 0.79 1.00                      
3. pro 0.44 0.45 1.00                     
4. d_links 0.63 0.65 0.56 1.00                    
5. 1-pratt -0.23 -0.02 0.33 0.14 1.00                   
6. 1-spec 0.85 0.74 0.42 0.59 -0.29 1.00                  
7. Simpson 0.29 0.40 0.83 0.47 0.42 0.40 1.00                 
8. Shannon 0.19 0.37 0.64 0.43 0.55 0.33 0.86 1.00                
9. Brillouin 0.22 0.39 0.64 0.44 0.49 0.37 0.86 1.00 1.00               
10. 1-gini 0.09 0.28 0.52 0.43 0.67 0.13 0.60 0.80 0.79 1.00              
11. RS_P[1-Sc] 0.14 0.31 0.09 0.21 0.36 0.13 
0.15 0.25 0.23 0.32 
1.00             
12. RS_G[1-Sc] 0.13 0.27 0.00 0.16 0.35 0.09 
0.01 0.17 0.15 0.32 
0.91 1.00            
13. RS_P[1/Sc] 0.13 0.22 0.03 0.13 0.25 0.09 
-0.02 0.09 0.07 0.21 
0.82 0.86 1.00           
14.RS_G[1/Sc] 0.26 0.38 0.20 0.28 0.32 0.22 
0.19 0.31 0.30 0.43 
0.69 0.78 0.78 1.00          
15. RS_P[1-So] 0.00 0.17 0.40 0.27 0.36 0.07 
0.60 0.59 0.59 0.56 
0.18 
-
0.05 
-
0.14 0.01 1.00         
16. RS_G[1-So] 0.03 0.22 0.39 0.28 0.43 0.08 
0.60 0.65 0.64 0.68 
0.29 0.15 0.00 0.22 0.93 1.00        
17.RS_P[1/So] -0.04 0.12 0.18 0.14 0.33 -0.03 
0.15 0.21 0.19 0.38 
0.55 0.59 0.65 0.41 0.20 0.27 1.00       
18. RS_G[1/So] 0.15 0.32 0.29 0.33 0.48 0.14 
0.36 0.55 0.54 0.67 
0.52 0.59 0.51 0.76 0.22 0.38 0.43 1.00      
19. Hill type 0.13 0.27 0.01 0.17 0.35 0.11 
0.04 0.19 0.18 0.35 
0.87 0.96 0.83 0.78 
-
0.01 0.18 0.58 0.60 1.00     
20. coherence 0.23 0.39 0.41 0.37 0.50 0.20 
0.44 0.46 0.44 0.49 
0.82 0.77 0.64 0.64 0.26 0.40 0.53 0.56 0.74 1.00    
21. BC -0.02 0.08 -0.15 -0.25 0.00 0.14 0.07 0.30 0.32 0.13 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.08 
-
0.04 
-
0.01 0.10 0.21 0.14 
-
0.03 1.00   
22. CC 0.14 0.11 -0.06 -0.16 -0.18 0.23 0.08 0.10 0.12 -0.08 
-
0.30 
-
0.30 
-
0.30 
-
0.19 
-
0.11 
-
0.15 
-
0.39 
-
0.08 
-
0.28 
-
0.36 0.38 1.00  
23. AS -0.02 0.10 0.21 0.16 0.18 0.13 0.44 0.62 0.64 0.46 
-
0.29 
-
0.38 
-
0.41 
-
0.21 0.52 0.47 
-
0.19 0.15 
-
0.31 
-
0.23 0.31 0.33 1.00 
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5.2. Distribution of interdisciplinarity measures 
We now examine the distribution of the WoS SCs over interdisciplinarity (Figure 3). For each 
subgraph, the x-axis shows the degree of interdisciplinarity and the y-axis shows the number of 
SCs. As shown, some figures show quite different distributions, e.g. RS_P[1-So] and RS_G[1-So] are 
left-skewed whereas RS_P[1/So] and RS_G[1/So] are highly right-skewed. Moreover, the 
interdisciplinarity values of some measures are comparatively concentrated within specific 
ranges. Taking the RS_G[1-So] measure as an example, its values are highly concentrated between 
0.9 and one. Furthermore, note that some measures are not bounded (e.g. Shannon and Brillouin 
entropy, the Hill-type measure).  
One may argue that the distribution figures are not important, for we can transform values to 
generate a more “suitable” distribution. However, we believe that they are useful in practice for 
two reasons. On the one hand, it is widely acknowledged that quantitatively determining the 
validity of an interdisciplinarity measure is challenging, since no benchmarks are available. In this 
context, one can compare the distributions generated by these interdisciplinarity measures with 
the expected distribution, and then intuitively assess if they are in line with the expectation. To 
us, we expect the interdisciplinarity distribution to be near normal, indicating most SCs have 
neither high nor low interdisciplinarity. Therefore, measures such as RS_P[1-So] and RS_G[1-So] 
seem problematic, since they are highly left-skewed.  
On the other hand, suppose that we measured interdisciplinarity for a WoS subject category using 
for instance RS_G[1-So], and obtained the value of 0.95. However, it may be less reliable to 
conclude that this category is interdisciplinary, since the values of RS_G[1-So] are highly 
concentrated. Therefore, we think that studies on interdisciplinarity measures should explicitly 
state the potential range of interdisciplinarity values and distributions. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the WoS SCs over interdisciplinarity measures 
5.3. In-depth analysis for several WoS SCs  
A specific examination of the degree of interdisciplinarity of the WoS SCs based on the various 
measures provide a more direct impression regarding the effectiveness of these measures. Here 
we select and analyze five WoS SCs to investigate in-depth; these are NANOSCIENCE & 
NANOTECHNOLOGY (NANO) and BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (BIOM), which 
previous studies often consider to be highly interdisciplinary, LAW (LAW) and MATHEMATICS 
(MATH), which are presumed to show a low degree of interdisciplinary, and INFORMATION 
SCIENCE & LIBRARY SCIENCE (LIS). LIS is chosen because most papers investigating 
interdisciplinarity measures were published in this field.  
Table 6 presents the interdisciplinarity rankings of these five SCs obtained using our reviewed 
measures. Instead of reporting the actual interdisciplinarity values obtained from the measures, 
we provide the ranking number attained after sorting all 224 SCs according to their 
interdisciplinarity scores in a non-decreasing order. First, some of the calculated 
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interdisciplinarity values are not in line with our expectations. For instance, NANO is per se 
considered to be an interdisciplinary subject category, but its rankings in Table 6 based on 
measures that include dissimilarities are generally quite low. Furthermore, measures having 
mutually strong correlations (see Table 5), sometimes lead to conflicting rankings for one 
category. For instance, RS_P[1-Sc] and RS_G[1-Sc] have a very strong correlation coefficient (0.91), 
however MATH was ranked as 221 and 79, respectively by these measure, among 224 SCs. 
Consequently, despite the existence of numerous interdisciplinarity measures, it is very difficult 
to decide the degree of interdisciplinarity for a particular WoS journal subject category. Measures 
which are supposed to be similar or reflect similar aspects, can produce very different results.  
Further, note that the distribution maps (Figure 3) should also be take into consideration when 
we compare the interdisciplinarity rankings of these five SCs. As discussed, some measures have 
a very condense distribution. Therefore, rankings based on such measures might be hard to 
explain.  
 
Table 6. Interdisciplinarity rankings of the five SCs 
Interdisciplinarity measures NANO BIOM LIS LAW MATH 
p_multi 6 60 185 177 186 
p_outside 32 104 140 133 214 
Pro 21 166 140 213 223 
d_links 41 165 173 169 221 
1-pratt 206 106 88 133 224 
1-spec 3 71 137 182 201 
Simpson 101 112 121 203 223 
Shannon 170 74 83 141 224 
Brillouin 168 71 81 141 224 
1-gini 201 93 73 97 222 
RS_P[1-Sc] 192 217 3 80 221 
RS_G[1-Sc] 203 213 9 34 79 
RS_P[1/Sc] 181 210 4 39 42 
RS_G[1/Sc] 175 180 12 52 124 
RS_P[1-So] 189 150 109 100 224 
RS_G[1-So] 207 170 95 39 223 
RS_P[1/So] 203 202 37 4 180 
RS_G[1/So] 197 149 37 43 216 
Hill type 203 213 9 34 79 
coherence 209 214 19 152 224 
BC 123 17 30 29 68 
CC 12 3 139 100 105 
AS 88 8 138 89 223 
5.4. An example of iNANO center 
In this section, we report our analysis on the iNANO center. iNANO was founded in 2002, in other 
to promote collaborations of research groups with various research focuses, such physics and 
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astronomy, chemistry, and bioscience etc. We collected publication data according to the staff list 
of the iNANO center in the WoS database, and then limited the retrieved publications to the year 
since researchers were recruited to the center5. In doing so, 3682 publications were included. 
First, we create a science map to get an impression of how the iNANO publications are distributed 
over the different WoS SCs. It provides readers with intuitive impressions on how 
interdisciplinary this center is. The map is shown in Figure 4. The base map showing the relations 
between WoS SCs is adjusted so that the circle sizes (i.e. SCs) become relative to the number of 
iNANO publications in the particular SCs. Links between the SCs show the strength of the citation 
activity between any two SCs. Further, pink dots represent arts and humanities; moving clockwise 
social sciences in green, biomedical and health sciences in red, natural sciences in blue, 
environmental and earth sciences in yellow, and mathematics and computer sciences in light blue. 
As shown, most publications belong to the area of biomedical and health sciences and natural 
sciences.  Specially, they belong to the WoS SCs of Chemistry, Bioscience, and Material Science, 
which are in accordance with the research interests of the different groups at the iNANO center. 
Also, it can also be seen that iNANO publications in different WoS SCs have citation relations.  
Next, the degrees of interdisciplinarity for the set of iNANO publications is calculated for the 
different measures examined in this study. The results are presented in Figure5, where the results 
are split into three groups according to their degree of interdisciplinarity: a group encompassing 
high interdisciplinary (greater than 0.5), a group encompassing low interdisciplinary (less than 
0.5), and finally a group encompassing unbounded measures (i.e. those measures that have no 
range). 0.5 is a practical choice although arbitrary. As we have argued, unbounded measures 
without a range are very difficult to interpret, also for iNANO center.  
We found that interdisciplinary measures not relying on a dissimilarity matrix to have higher 
interdisciplinarity values, except RS_G[1-Sc]. As discussed, we could expect that measures using 
1-[So] to have similar values with the other measures without dissimilarity matrices, because 1-
[So] has an extremely skewed distribution (i.e. resulting in RS_G[1-So] being very similar to 
Simpson index in theory). However, we observe deviations from our expectance here. RS_P[1-Sc] 
and RS_G[1-Sc] differ considerably which suggests that the level of analysis matters significantly 
when measuring interdisciplinarity. This is especially important to notice in relation to academic 
institutions. Suppose researchers at the iNANO center continued to work on their previous 
research interests and different research groups did not have collaborations. In this context, RS 
carried out at different levels may provide contrasting values. The center will result in a high 
interdisciplinarity when working at an aggregation level, since publications of various research 
groups are likely located in different WoS SCs. However, if we measured RS at the level of 
individual publications and took at the average value as the interdisciplinarity of the iNANO center, 
it is more likely to obtain a lower value. In our case, the discrepancies obtained with the use of 
RS_P[1-Sc] and RS_G[1-Sc] exactly indicate this issue. Additionally, the coherence measure was 
also examined at the level of individual publications and used the matrix [1-Sc]. Hence, it yields a 
similar value with RS_P[1-Sc]. 
Expect RS_P[1-Sc] and coherence measure, still some measures obtained a low interdisciplinary 
value for the iNANO center, as shown in the blue bar of Figure 5. However, taking distribution 
figures of the WoS SCs over interdisciplinarity (i.e. Figure 3) into consideration, we found that 
                                                             
5 Data collection was conducted in September, 2017. 
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these measures all have a right-skewed distribution. In other words, these small interdisciplinary 
values maybe not sufficient to indicate low interdisciplinary activities for the iNANO center.  
 
Fig. 4. A map of WoS SCs for publication at the iNANO center 
Based on our analysis, it can be concluded that: 
- the degree of interdisciplinarity for an academic institution is relative to the choice of 
measures as well as aggregation levels. Conflicting results might be yielded even though 
using the same measure, since aggregation levels can also strongly affect the results. It 
implies the fact that interdisciplinarity can be manipulated in practice.  
- to access the interdisciplinarity of a research institute relying on a single interdisciplinary 
value is indeed risky. Other factors, such as distributions, aggregation levels, and 
classification systems etc. should be considered.  
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Fig. 5. interdisciplinarity of the iNANO center 
6.Discussion 
Based on our analysis, four issues are worth further discussion. First we discuss the definitions 
and attributes of interdisciplinary research, then we focus on interdisciplinarity measures and 
their operationalization, and some policy implications.  
6.1. Attributes of interdisciplinary research 
As already indicated, previous studies have argued that the conception of interdisciplinary 
research is ambiguous (e.g. Rafols, 2012). We claim the same hold for its definitions in bibliometric 
studies. Based on our review, we found that diversity has been widely seen as the essential and 
necessary attribute for measuring interdisciplinarity. Coherence functions are mainly seen as 
supplementary measures and are often overlooked in practice. Therefore, most interdisciplinarity 
measures in bibliometric studies use the diversity attribute and most often only this attribute.  For 
instance, Steele and Stier (2000) state that “[I]n effect, we treat diversity as a proxy measure of 
interdisciplinarity” (p.477). This raises the important question whether diversity in itself is 
sufficient to capture the concept of interdisciplinarity?  
We are concerned about the definitions and simplistic indicators used to measure the 
multidimensional concept of interdisciplinary research. We especially question to what extent 
diversity is an appropriate attribute that in itself can encompass and reflect the concept. During 
our review it became clear that the definition of interdisciplinary research by the US Committee 
on Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research and Committee on Science (CFIRCS) were frequently 
referred to. According to CFIRCS, 
[i]nterdisciplinary research (IDR) is a mode of research by teams or individuals that 
integrates information, data, techniques, tools, perspectives, concepts, and/or theories 
from two or more disciplines or bodies of specialized knowledge to advance fundamental 
understanding or to solve problems whose solutions are beyond the scope of a single 
discipline or area of research practice. (2005, p. 2) 
The definition simply means, that interdisciplinary research requires the integration of 
knowledge from two or more specialized disciplines. Therefore, we argue that diversity does not 
seem to be neither a necessary nor a sufficient attribute for measuring interdisciplinary research.  
In our view, much more work so be done in order define the concept, identify key attributes, and 
subsequently empirically examine the construct validity of the measure(s) or composite measures 
developed to measure interdisciplinarity. Some researchers have indeed argued that the concept 
of interdisciplinary research is multi-dimensional, and hence its attributes should be portrayed 
using various measures (e.g. Rafols & Meyer, 2010, Leydesdorff & Rafols 2010; Sugimoto & 
Weingart, 2014). In the recent report from Digital Science, they state that “no single indicator can 
unequivocally identify and monitor interdisciplinary research activity and no present proxy is a 
demonstrably satisfactory management tool on its own” (p.9). Our results support these claims in 
as much as we demonstrate that seemingly similar measures produce different results and are 
vulnerable to levels of analysis. This is a serious breach of the construct validity. 
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Few studies have examined the theoretical framework around interdisciplinarity and linked it to 
measurement. The main contribution comes from Rafols and colleagues (e.g. Rafols & Meyer, 
2010, Rafols et al., 2012; Rafols, 2014). A theoretical framework is needed in order to outline the 
dimensions of interdisciplinarity and relations between attributes. Unfortunately, such an 
important endeavor has not received much attention. Instead, “novel” measures, mostly based on 
diversity, are being proposed continuously. Their relevance, validity, reliability and similarity to 
other measures are overlooked. In this context, we believe that the discussion on which attributes 
are essential for depicting the nature of interdisciplinarity and relates of measures are both 
necessary and essential.  
6.2. Interdisciplinarity measures 
Based on our analyses, we found that even measures with a similar focus can product 
contradictory results when measuring interdisciplinarity for the WoS SCs as well as lower level 
research centers. Inconsistency in our results implies that some measures are problematic for the 
purpose of describing interdisciplinarity as they do not capture their target attribute. For instance, 
1-pratt and 1-spec are expected to be consistent. But our results show that this is not the case 
when applied to WoS SCs as well as a research center. We do not imply these measures are 
mathematically wrong, however, their validity as measures of interdisciplinarity should be 
carefully considered.  
We also found that the justification for the use of a measure is not always convincible. For example, 
the Brillouin index is an entropy-based indicator, when it was introduced as an interdisciplinarity 
measure (e.g. Steele & Stier, 2000; Chang & Huang, 2012; Huang &Chang, 2012) its relations to 
Shannon’s entropy measure was not discussed. Shannon’s entropy was already used to measure 
interdisciplinarity, so the supposed merits of the Brillouin index compared to Shannon’s entropy 
should of course have been explained in these studies. Our results obtained from Shannon and 
Brillouin are almost perfectly correlated which suggest that one of them is superfluous. We 
suggest that the introduction and creation of new measures should aim to improve the validity 
and accuracy of measurement, instead of constantly introducing new and perhaps even identical 
measures. Following the suggestions given by Waltman (2016) on citation impact indicators, we 
reckon that given the large number of interdisciplinarity measures that already exists, it is not 
necessary to provide more indicators, especially relying on the diversity attribute, unless a novel 
measure has some convincing new merits in relation to validity and accuracy.  
6.3. Operationalization of interdisciplinarity measures  
The operationalization of interdisciplinarity measures in bibliometric studies is rather chaotic. 
The report by Digital Science shows that the degree of interdisciplinarity will be influenced by the 
choice of data sources and classification systems. The present study further demonstrates the 
tangled and unsustainable situation of measuring interdisciplinarity, with inconsistent outcomes 
generated by seemingly similar measures. 
To be more specific, the present study examines various combinations of RS, demonstrating that 
it leads to quite different results. Unfortunately, we see that important details have persistently 
been overlooked in previous studies, for instance lack of explanations for the choice of cosine 
formulas (e.g. Porter & Rafols, 2009). Since substantial differences can be caused due to such 
choices, we suggest researchers should provide sufficient details on the operationalization of their 
interdisciplinarity measures and preferably perform sensitivity and robustness analyses.  
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Also, measures with extremely tight distributions or without boundary have very little practical 
use. As shown in our case study of the iNANO center, interdisciplinarity measures like Shannon’s 
entropy and the Hill-type indicator do not have an obvious domain of values. Consequently, it is 
very difficult to evaluate to what degree the center is interdisciplinary according to such 
measures.  
6.4. Interdisciplinarity and policy implication 
The importance of interdisciplinary research have been widely acknowledged. Many studies 
argue that it could solve complex problems and promote scientific developments and innovations 
(Hollingsworth & Hollingsworth, 2000; Lowe & Phillipson, 2006; Gibbons et al., 1994, see also 
Rafols, et al, 2012). As a consequence, “funding agencies in many developed countries are 
considering enhancing interdisciplinary research as a topic of priority (Bordons et al. 2004; Rinia, 
2007). For instance, research-funding agencies like NSF, Research Councils UK (RCUK), NSFC, and 
Swedish Research Council (VR) take the promotion of interdisciplinary research an essential task” 
(Wang, 2016, p. 21).  
On the one hand, we can observe the enthusiasm of research-funding agencies to encourage and 
finance interdisciplinary research. On the other hand, we found that the interdisciplinarity 
measures in bibliometric studies are a mess. The degree of interdisciplinarity for a unit of analysis 
most likely differs with the choice of measure albeit not monotonically. Obviously, this is 
untenable and of great concern in science policy and research evaluation. It is simply easy to 
manipulate outcomes of interdisciplinary measures. There are too many researcher degrees-of-
freedom.  
Interdisciplinarity measures in bibliometric studies tend to use publications and their citation 
relations as the data source to identify interdisciplinary research. In other words, we understand 
interdisciplinarity from a bibliometric perspective. However, we are indifferent to how other 
stakeholders, like policy maker, understand interdisciplinary research. Interdisciplinarity 
measures in bibliometric studies may be able to deal with some aspects of interdisciplinarity. 
Hence, it is quite important and necessary to thoroughly state which aspects (attributes) of 
interdisciplinarity they actual depict when reporting studies of interdisciplinarity. Albeit it also 
important not to be blinded by measures relying on bibliometric methods, they tend to produce a 
“tunnel vision” where this is the only way to measure interdisciplinarity. 
7. Conclusions 
The present article aims to systematically examine the relation between on consistency of 
interdisciplinarity measures based on bibliometric methods. We first examined these measures 
focusing on the WoS journal SCs.  Based on correlation coefficients and the cluster dendrogram, 
we found that the reviewed measures can be roughly classified into two groups depending on 
whether a dissimilarity matrix is used. Measures in the same clusters seem to have fairly strong 
mutual correlations, but are weakly correlated with the measures in other groups. However, while 
some measures are supposed to measures similar aspects, they nevertheless turn out to be 
inconsistent (e.g., 1-pratt and 1-spec). Further, highly correlated measures also provide very 
conflicting results when they used to measure interdisciplinarity of WoS SCs or research centers, 
instance (e.g., RS_P[1-Sc] and RS_G[1-Sc]).  Furthermore, distribution figures of interdisciplinarity 
values over different WoS SCs show tight distributions for some measures as their values are 
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concentrated in limited intervals (e.g., CC and AS). These measures may be problematic when used 
in practice. Finally, we use the iNANO center at Aarhus University to conduct an in-depth analysis 
of the interdisciplinarity measures at a lower level assuming that center’s self-perception as 
interdisciplinary will be reflected in the measures. Again, the measures vary and produce 
conflicting results beyond our expectations. We therefore conclude that the degree of 
interdisciplinarity for the iNANO center is relative to the choice of measures. Further, we also 
found that it is less reliable to explain the interdisciplinarity of a research center on the basis of a 
single interdisciplinarity value.  
The findings in our study complements the conclusions in the report from Digital Science (2016) 
“choice of data, methodology and indicators can produce seriously inconsistent results despite a 
common set of disciplines and countries” (p.2). Our results further demonstrate that inconsistent 
and even conflicting findings can come out of analyses based on the same data source and the 
same classification. The current state of interdisciplinarity measurement is confusing and 
unsustainable. One may argue that interdisciplinarity is a multidimensional concept and measures 
should therefore reflect these dimensions through various different attributes either as single or 
composite indicators. However, in the studies we examined the definition, conception and 
operationalization of interdisciplinarity is quite similar and hardly multidimensional. This fact 
makes it even more complicated to interpret the inconsistent values we see from presumably 
similar measures.  
The validity, reliability and robustness of interdisciplinary studies using bibliometric methods 
should be questioned. As it is, measures and their values are inconsistent and non-robust. This 
can lead to an untenable situation where choice of (arbitrary) measures determines the degree of 
interdisciplinarity and not the underlying nature of research which they are supposed to 
characterize. We therefore suggest that future studies on interdisciplinarity focus more upon the 
theoretical and measurement frameworks, and invest more effort into examining the validity and 
relations between the definition and the use of measures.  
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Appendix 
Table A1. Definitions of interdisciplinary research from a bibliometric perspective 
ID Definition Study 
1 “In effect, we treat diversity as a proxy measure of interdisciplinarity. 
Theoretical support for this approach is provided by Gibbons, Limoges, 
Nowotny, Schwartzman, Scott, & Trow (1994), who asserted that, by 
definition, interdisciplinarity involves heterogeneity, specifically a 
diversity of individuals, skills, experiences, institutions, linkages, and 
locations.” (p. 477) 
Steele & Stier (2000) 
2 “Strictly speaking, we consider “multidisciplinarity” as a basic situation in 
which elements from different disciplines are present, whilst 
“interdisciplinarity” is a more advanced stage of the relationship between 
disciplines in which integration between them is attained.” (p.204) 
Morillo et al. (2001)  
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3 “Interdisciplinary research leads to the creation of a theoretical, 
conceptual, and methodological identity, so more coherent and integrated 
results are obtained.” (p. 1237) 
Morillo et al. (2003) 
4 “… it occurred to me that the interdisciplinarity of journals corresponds 
with their visible position in the vector space” (p. 1305) 
Leydesdorff (2007)  
5 “We apply the following definition, based on a National Academies report: 
Interdisciplinary research (IDR) is a mode of research by teams or 
individuals that integrates  
• perspectives/concepts/theories and/or  
• tools/techniques and/or  
• information/data 
from two or more bodies of specialized knowledge or research practice.” 
(Porter, et al., 2007, p. 119) 
Porter, et al. (2007); 
Porter, et al. (2008); 
Wang (2016); 
Zhang, et al. (2016) 
6 Thus, the process of integrating different bodies of knowledge rather than 
transgression of disciplinary boundaries per se, has been identified as the 
key aspect of so-called ‘interdisciplinary research’ (National Academies 
2005). 
Porter & Meyer 
(2009) 
7 This report operationally defined interdisciplinary research as: 
a mode of research by teams or individuals that integrates 
perspectives/concepts/theories and/or  
tools/techniques and/or  
information/data  
from two or more bodies of knowledge or research practice. 
…  
Understood as knowledge integration, 
interdisciplinarity is not the opposite of specialization. … Our investigation 
here does not concern the degree of topic specialization of research but the 
degree that it relies on distinct.  (p. 720) 
Porter & Rafols 
(2009) 
8 Furthermore, interdisciplinarity may be a transient phenomenon. As a 
new specialty emerges, it may draw heavily on its mother 
disciplines/specialties, but as it matures a set of potentially new journals 
can be expected to cite one another increasingly, and thus to develop a type 
of closure that is typical of “disciplinarity” (Van den Besselaar & 
Leydesdorff, 1996). Interdisciplinarity, however, may mean something 
different at the top of the journal hierarchy (as in the case of Science and 
Nature) than at the bottom, where one has to draw on different bodies of 
knowledge for the sake of the application (e.g., in engineering). Similarly, 
in the clinic one may be more inclined to integrate knowledge from 
different specialties at the bedside than a laboratory where the focus is on 
specialization and refinement. (p. 88) 
Leydesdorff & Rafols 
(2011)   
9 “A common feature of interdisciplinarity as it is manifested in a variety of 
research activities is the transfer of information across disciplines (Porter, 
Roessner, Cohen, & Perreault, 2006). Pierce (1999) grouped 
interdisciplinary information transfer into three types: the citation of 
references from different disciplines, the co-authoring of articles by 
researchers from different disciplines, and the publishing of works within 
other disciplines. Such transfer implies that the degree of 
interdisciplinarity of a specific discipline can be determined by analyzing 
the discipline distribution of references and co-authors in publications.” 
(p. 22) 
Chang & Huang 
(2012) 
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10 “The concept of interdisciplinarity has been discussed by many 
researchers (Huutoniemi et al. 2010; Leydesdorff and Probst 2009; 
Rosenfield 1992; Tijssen 1992), and can be defined as the use of 
knowledge, methods, techniques, and devices as a result of scientific 
activities from other fields (Tijssen 1992).” (p. 790) 
Huang & Chang 
(2012)  
11 We propose to investigate interdisciplinarity from two perspectives, each 
of which we claim has more general applicability. The first is by means of 
the widely used conceptualisation of interdisciplinarity as knowledge 
integration (National Academies, 2004; Porter et al., 2006), which is 
perceived as crucial for innovation or solving social problems. The second 
is by conceptualising interdisciplinarity as a form of research that lies 
outside or in between established practices, i.e. in terms of intermediation 
(Leydesdorff, 2007a). (p.1265)  
Rafols, et al. (2012) 
12 “In a sense, this movement brought science closer to the paradigm adopted 
by Greek philosophers who treated Nature as a landscape of knowledge 
glued together in an indivisible discipline. Not surprisingly, in recent years 
new areas have been established with this interdisciplinary character, as 
is the case of nanoscience and nanotechnology, in addition to new 
disciplines arising from the merging of two or more areas, such as 
computational biology and biomolecular physics.” (p. 469) 
Silva et al. (2013). 
13 “diversity measures are clearly associated with the degree 
multidisciplinarity. On the other hand, the notion of interdisciplinary 
research (IDR) is decomposed into two differing perspectives: on one 
account, IDR is conceived as knowledge integration, an indicator of which 
is the degree of overall interrelatedness of the units of analysis constituting 
a portfolio. ”… “on the other account, however, interdisciplinarity is 
viewed as intermediation between knowledge domains, embodied in 
publication sets positioned between more established clusters of journals 
or fields” (p. 871) 
Soo & Kampis (2012). 
14 “For interdisciplinary research, integrating knowledge from more 
disciplines contributes to potential more broadly useful outcomes” (p. 11) 
Wang et al. (2015). 
15 “Finally, interdisciplinarity entails the integration of ‘separate disciplinary 
data, methods, tools, concepts and theories in order to create a holistic 
view or common understanding of a complex issue, question or problem” 
(p. 619) 
Rodriguez (2017). 
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